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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT
Devon Orienteering Club continues to achieve some notable successes, the latest of which are those of Flurry Grierson
and Obbie Fox, silver medallists at the World Schools’ Orienteering Championship in Sicily, Carol Pearce, W70, 7th in
the World Masters Orienteering Championships in Auckland, New Zealand, and Meg Somers, Tommy Wright and
Tom Snow, 3rd in the Mixed Ad Hoc relays at the JK Festival in south-east England at Easter. Jamie Parkinson (M21)
is 6th overall in the national rankings, whilst Ben Chesters (M35) is not far behind in 21st place. And we should not
forget that Devon is through to the final of the Compass Sport Cup in October 2017 proving our strength in depth.
Congratulations to everyone who has contributed to these performances.
So, how do all orienteers across the club who wish to improve their performance do so? The simple answer, of course,
is to run faster and navigate better! Let us dig a little deeper into some ways forward, in no particular order:







Comparing notes with others after your run, particularly those who have run the same course
More detailed post-race analysis, through examination of split times and use of tools such as Splitsbrowser
and Route Gadget
Reading CompassSport, including the regular Coaching Column provided by Geoff Ellis
Having a few key strategies in your mind prior to your start: steady to the first, read the map, use compass and
pacing, traffic lights, keep concentrating
Use Permanent Courses for fitness and skill development
Attend Park Runs and join a gym
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Taking part in coaching sessions, where strategies such as moving efficiently through the control or use of
attack points can be practised.
- And there are many more, most of which can be broken down further.
As a club, we would like to offer more structured coaching sessions on a regular basis to focus on a range of strategies
and techniques by which we can all improve, regardless of age or ability. We have a number of people in the club who
are happy to contribute to coaching sessions. What we need most is someone to take on the role of Club Coach, to coordinate what we do, to plan a small number of coaching sessions throughout the year, and, perhaps, to provide a few
coaching tips for the website.
If you are interested in coaching, or acting as a Club Coach, we would be happy to support you in whatever ways we
can, financially, to attend your own training, help with the organisation and delivery of activities, or access to club
resources and maps. Why not give it a thought and have a conversation with myself, Helen Taylor, Steve Perrelle or
any other member of the club committee? We would be delighted to hear from you.
Bryan Smith

COMPASS SPORT CUP/ TROPHY FINAL - 22ND OCTOBER 2017
Fellow Club members
It is great to be competing in the Compass Sport Cup final this year on Virtuous Lady. However, together with
KERNO we first have the responsibility of putting on this event and we will need everybody’s help.
I would like to make it possible for as many people who want, to be able to run on the day so that the club can give its
best performance. In order to do this we will need lots of helpers so please put the date in your diary. Can you also
ask your friends and family to be helpers on the day eg with road crossings or car parking as this will assist in making
sure that everyone who wants to gets the opportunity to run.
Club members are eligible to compete in the event and all club member helpers will be given free entry. Non club
member helpers eg family/ friends will be given free entry to the limited non competition courses. All helpers will be
given vouchers to spend with the food traders at the event.
This is one event which is closed to the public. Only members of clubs that get through to the final are eligible to
compete in the main competition. If you know any local people who orienteer and are still not members of an
orienteering club, then if they wish to compete with DEVON or KERNO in this event, let them know that they will
need to join the relevant club.
Nicholas Maxwell

Organiser

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
A very warm welcome to all those who have recently joined the club, especially:
Adam Voysey
M21 Exeter
Tim Darlington
M40 Exeter

JK 2017
A JK, with some dry weather in the lead up, and the promise of some decent temperatures. Excellent.
So, early on Good Friday, Dom and I set off along the M5 and M4 to Brunel University. Stonehenge steered clear of!
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Arriving in plenty of time we picked up our numbers and prepared for our races. I had time to watch Dom set off,
probably still mumbling under his breath about Harry leaving immediately afterwards, before making my way to my
own start.
My sprint course was 2.2k and proved relatively straightforward, as it obviously should be, although my speed was
always going to put me down the field. I made just one big mistake which cost me a couple of minutes.
Our second day took us to Ambersham Common in the South Downs. Not having been to this area before, I was very
impressed with Midhurst, Petworth and the various picturesque villages we passed through on our way. Although
apparently not very good roads for dealing with heavy traffic!
Parking was in a dry field close to the arena. For an inexperienced orienteer like myself, my 5k course proved to be
within my (slow) capabilities as there were enough tracks to relocate comfortably. One major error when I was
convinced I was in the correct area, despite several obvious clues suggesting otherwise! A very kind lady helped put
me on the right track again.
Day 3 dawned a little brighter than the previous two, maybe a bit too warm. Parking again was in a dry field very
handy for the arena. More than could be said for my walk to the start. I was a little daunted by my 9.9k course, much
longer than I had previously completed.
Rather indistinct paths had me going in the wrong direction early on. My usual cautious approach, however, using
tracks but covering extra distance, saw me reach the main road and map exchange at just about the 90 minute mark.
Controls 2, 3 and 9 had given me a few problems but no disasters.
Picking up a new map I took time adjusting to the new part of the course. My main challenge on this half was a leg of
maybe 1.5k almost due East, while all the main tracks ran North/South. My slowest leg of over 20 minutes ensued.
However, with my course now within earshot of the PA system, it certainly felt like I was on the homeward stretch.
The rest of the course proved relatively straightforward and I was soon sprinting to the finish (loose interpretation of
"sprinting" as the Griersons could testify!) to just beat the 3 hour mark.
Encouragement afterwards for having completed my first long course, including one comment that somebody had
taken an hour longer than even me! Hope for me yet then.
The final day had a hint of winter about it although the sun came through later. Initially nervous about letting my team
down I did well enough to enable Dom and Steve Edmonds, on first and third legs respectively, to achieve a top 10
finish in the ad hoc category. Fantastic from you both. I even stopped to help out a young lad, thus making it 1-1 for
me over the weekend!
Orienteering weekend completed, we made our way home, via Stonehenge, without any traffic problems. Excellent.
Simon Walker

DESPATCHES FROM NEW ZEALAND
I promised editor Susan that I would send some dispatches from the World Masters Games in New Zealand. So here
we go.
John and I made NZ the focus of our round the world trip – so we arrived having spent time in Japan and Australia.
All very lovely, but not the best preparation for a serious orienteering event!
At least we knew what to expect: we spent a year in NZ back in 1979 and more or less learnt our orienteering there. So
we're familiar with forests of tree ferns and manuka trees, the perils of ‘cutty’ (pampas) grass, and the vast areas of
forested sand dunes.
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In preparation for the World Masters orienteering (one of 28 sports in this
year's WMG), local clubs put on a series of warm-up events in the north island.
Real keeny beanies took part in them all, but John and I only joined the party
for the pair of events at Rotorua, known as the Middle Earth Carnival.
The first of these was in the Whakarewarewa forest, on the outskirts of
Rotorua. Our first success was failing to find the correct parking area. We came
in at the event’s back door and found ourselves at Assembly - avoiding up to 2
km of walking from the official car parking…. Fortunately, nobody minded.
The terrain was quite varied – from the ubiquitous tree ferns and other native
trees, to an area of magnificent Californian redwoods and even some grassy
lawns. Our courses had hardly any climb - the contours were at 2.5 metres
which implied a bit of interest, but in fact changes in height were subtle at best.
The main challenge was holding a compass bearing through the areas of low
visibility. And there were a number of wiggly paths and intermittent paths that
were easily missed.
I got on fine in the difficult stuff, then lost time on two of the later easier controls. Stupidly at one point I forgot that
the sun was due north, so wasted time having an argument with my compass. I did enjoy one particular control –
description: ‘man-made feature’ - that turned out to be a two-metre high figure of Gandalf.
John had a good run but came back with sodden shoes, having been to a particularly boggy bit of terrain. New Zealand
had had three or four extreme weather events before we arrived, including Cyclone Cook – and the land was, and
remains waterlogged.
The next day was a complete contrast. It was an urban ‘Sprint’ in Rotorua itself
– not the shopping centre, but an area called Government Gardens bordering
Lake Rotorua. The terrain description was most intriguing: ‘the area includes a
range of active geothermal features, from small gas vents to hot water springs
and large mud pools’. Indeed the pong of sulphur was pervasive and steam was
puffing up all over the place.
When we arrived at the event there were big notices everywhere: apparently a
new area of geothermal activity had opened up, which had necessitated voiding
a couple of controls on some of the courses, though not ours. Another problem
was the particularly high lake level – resulting from the aforementioned
downpours, so there were yet more notices warning that controls were indeed
where mapped, but that the surroundings would not look as expected….. And
then the organisers’ final nightmare: overnight a circus had popped up in the
northwest part of the map. Competitors were advised to run round it!
Yes the geothermal areas were a novel feature of an orienteering event; yes the water levels meant a lot of splashing
about, and yes the formal gardens were pretty, but actually the area didn't lend itself to particularly interesting courses.
There were no route choices on mine – apart from choosing whether to visit the start triangle or not (and I probably
saved most of a minute by not doing so….).
John had a more varied course than I did and got wet again, this time in knee-deep water on the lake shore.
The next dispatch will be from the WMOC itself. We start with Sprints in Auckland, then move out to the forests of
Woodhill, where we hope to catch up with other Devon members who are over here.
Carol Pearce

WORLD MASTERS ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS.
Having completed the two warm-up events at Rotorua, the action moved to Auckland. This was the city we lived in
for a year in 1979, and my goodness it’s changed. Downtown areas are now full of high-rise bank offices and
apartment blocks; the rather run-down fishing port is now a swanky marina with swanky boats moored in it,
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surrounded by swanky restaurants; the old-fashioned and rather elegant shopping streets are now full of tourist tat
aimed at cruise ship passengers.
However the warm welcome and laid-back attitudes of the New Zealanders themselves remain as they’ve always been
and we stayed throughout with various sets of long-standing friends – all of whom were happily tolerant of our strange
activities, curious maps and sweaty washing.
By all accounts the World Masters Games opening ceremony was brilliant. We were sorry to miss the show, but not
sorry to miss the speeches, the parading and the hours of hanging around.
The Sprint Qualifications and Finals.

Two of Auckland University’s campuses were used for the events, starting with the old teachers’ college. With lots of
closely-spaced buildings and different levels, this provided a really super qualification race. Really quick decision
making was required; quick but inaccurate running was penalised. The final control provided some amusement: ‘manmade object’ - a 2 metre high wooden moa, NZ’s extinct bird.
We both enjoyed the event, and did ok. We both made the A Finals; in my case I qualified in 6th place, which certainly
flattered me. It was however obvious that there was some top talent competing in all the age groups – from
Scandinavia, Australia, eastern Europe, Japan, Russia and elsewhere – nearly 2,000 in all. We basked in warm
sunshine and the colourful and international atmosphere; it was good to meet up with Wilf and Eleanor, and various
other UK friends.
So to the Sprint Final, taking place on the University’s main city campus. I had actually worked there as a part-time
demonstrator in the Geography department 38 years ago, but I didn’t recognise my whereabouts at all, with all the
infilling and development that has gone on since then.
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However, our competitive races nearly came to an early, sticky end …. Our hostess for the previous night had kindly
volunteered to drive us close to the event and just drop us off. Unfortunately she tipped us out in a lay-by that was
about 30 metres into the embargoed area, and the efficient marshals politely insisted that we show them our
competitor numbers with a view to disqualifying us. Ouch.
We went to Information to explain our predicament; they didn’t know what to say so sent us to Registration; they
didn’t know what to say either, so summoned one of the Controllers. She rolled her eyes, we feared the worst, but then
she said that she had much more serious things to worry about and that we were therefore un-disqualified. Phew.
So to the race itself. All courses started in a parkland area with lots of ornamental planting, statues, fountains etc.
Thence across a road into an area of large buildings where the route choices were just either clockwise of counter
clockwise to get round; after that a tunnel under a public road into the more intricate area of the campus. John came
really unstuck, experiencing an extreme brain-fade that caused him to run past his No.7, head straight to No.10, then
retrace his steps to No. 8 before remembering that he still hadn’t visited No.7….
I had a different problem. By qualifying 6th fastest, I had to wear a special yellow number on my chest to show I was
in the top 10. We were started at 1 minute intervals, and in the parkland I kept seeing all the other W70s with yellow
numbers. This messed with my brain – had I caught them up, or had they caught me up? Anyway I stopped
orienteering properly, got caught out by a change of levels, and dropped down to 13th.
So a bit disappointed with our efforts here…. even the wooden moa that had travelled from the Qualification race
failed to lift our spirits. Well, we still had the forest events to look forward to…..
Carol Pearce

RESULTS
Top 10 results
JK 2017
Sprint
Bronze Medal
M70 Tom Lillicrap
Other top 10 places
5th
M60 Rob Parkinson
Days 2 & 3 Overall
Silver Medal
M70 Tom Lillicrap
Bronze Medal
M35L Ben Chesters
3rd Place
M18L Tom Snow
Other Places
4th
M16A Flurry Grierson
5th
M60A Rob Parkinson
th
6
W55A Ella Bowles
Relay
Bronze Medal
Mixed Ad Hoc
Devon Summertime
Meg Sommers, Tommy Wright, Tom Snow
Other Places
4th
Vet. Men
Devon Green
Rob Parkinson, Tom Lillicrap, Ben Chesters
6th
M48Devon Red
Reuben Vasey, Sam Johnson, Jack Forrest
10th
Mixed Ad Hoc
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Devon White

Dominic Walker, Simon Walker, Steve Edmonds

WORLD SCHOOLS ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Palmero, Italy. There were two races, a long and a middle distance race, the times were added together to give the
overall result.
Seniors:
M1 Select
Harry Fox
24th
13th
24th
M1 Select
James Condon
29th
30
29th
Juniors:
M2 Select
Flurry Grierson
19th
2nd
2nd
M2 Select
Obbie Fox
The team won a Silver Medal for their combined results of the Long and the Middle distance races.
Each Select team representing England had five competitors.

WORLD MASTER’S ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Auckland, New Zealand
Sprint Final
W70 A
Carol Pearce 13th
W55B
Eleanor Taylor 20th
Long Final
W70A

Carol Pearce

7th

M70 A
M65B

John Pearce
Wilf Taylor

62nd
7th.

M70A
M65B

John Pearce
Wilf Taylor

52nd
20th.

Also present were Mike and Toria Wimpenny, who were helping with the event as members of a New Zealand club.

SW CHAIRMAN’S RELAYS
The South West Chairman’s Trophy is awarded to the team that scores the most points in the relay series listed below.
Each relay has a different set of rules and can vary between a conventional relay with three or more team members or
a tactical race where each of the maps have to be run several times by different members of the team. Team sizes can
vary, 2 being the smallest and 5 the most I am aware of. At present the club websites have not posted details of the
format the relays will take. They are all great fun and deserve to have a Devon Team present.
Date
4th June
26th June
2nd July
9th July
16th July
23rd July

Club
NWO
BOK
SARUM
WIM
WSX
DEVON

Name
NWO Relay
Adams Avery
Moonraker Relay
Furrow Hoppers
Hardy Relays
Devon Relays

Venue
Lawns Park, Swindon
Dinham Park Salisbury
Blandford Forum
Slades Farm, Poole
Kings Tor

FIXTURES
DEVON EVENTS
June:4th

League 8

Woodbury Common

July :23rd

Devon Relay

King Tor

September:24th

Club Championships

Escot Park
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October
22nd
Compass Sport Cup Final
Team and also as helpers.

Yelverton As many people as possible are require as the Devon

November:12th

Devon Galoppen

Haytor

December :10th

League 2

Holne Moor

KERNO EVENTS
May:14th

Winter Series

Hardhead

Summer Series
June: 3rd

Kit Hill

18th

Truro Urban.

July: 2nd

Bowithick

16th

Redruth Urban

August: 13th

Truro School

September: Caddihoe Chase
2nd
Middle Distance
Hayle
2nd
Caddihoe Sprint
Cornwall College
3rd
Long Distance
Hayle
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